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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As my second and final year as President of the International
Masters of Gaming Law winds down, I am very encouraged by the
progress that I see in the relationship between gaming regulators
and the industry that they regulate.
The invitation by the International Association of Gaming
Regulators to the IMGL to co-locate their conferences in Oslo
was enthusiastically received. The co-location of these preeminent
organizations' conferences presents our respective members with
an unprecedented opportunity not only to meet and discuss in
both professional and social settings significant issues facing the
ever changing global gaming industry, but to seek actual agreement
relative to long-discussed regulatory reforms. The 2013 IAGR and IMGL Conferences
in Oslo are a reflection of the mutual interest of regulators and the regulated in not only
improving their communication, but also identifying and implementing investigation,
enforcement, and compliance practices that are reasonably and rationally designed to
ensure the integrity of the gaming industry.
Several of the sessions at the IMGL Autumn Conference will specifically focus on
regulatory reform. A forum on Cross-Border Regulatory Reform relative to online
gaming will analyze regulatory models that should be considered in this fast growing
area of the gaming industry that demands a harmonious regulatory regime designed to
ensure cross-border reciprocity of laws and standards. A panel on Internet Gaming in
Developing Markets will address regulatory approaches in established online gaming
jurisdictions to nascent ones in, for example, the United States, and a panel on the
EU Action Plan will address the challenges in the EU regulating online gaming. I
am equally excited about our panel on Regulatory Reform & Implementation. This
panel will address some of the regulatory reforms discussed in the past and more
importantly, the prospects for implementation.
Panels reflecting the evolution of the gaming industry worldwide will focus on
Mobile Gaming, Social Gaming, Binary Options, and trends in the liberalization of
gaming laws in Europe and the United States, while others will address developments
in more traditional forms of gaming, including Sports Betting and Lotteries. Finally,
with U.S. jurisdictions coming online, poker liquidity - whether achieved by state-tostate compacts or sharing of liquidity with established European jurisdictions will be
examined.
Based on the foregoing, I cannot think of a better final Autumn Conference during
my tenure as IMGL President. I look forward to seeing many of you in Oslo.
Best Regards,
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By Mordy Mednick

Self-Exclusion Programs

No Good Deed Goes Unpunished
Many provinces in Canada as well as other commonwealth countries, including New Zealand
and Australia, have offered voluntary self-exclusion programs for the benefit of its gamblers.
Voluntary self-exclusion programs are
designed to assist casino patrons who
have concluded that it is in their best
interests not to participate in gaming and
to prevent such individuals from entering
gaming facilities. Every individual who
enrolls in a self-exclusion program is
required to sign a self-exclusion form
which sets out specific conditions of
the program. Although self-exclusion
programs and corresponding forms may
vary amongst jurisdictions, the general
principle is always the same: individuals
who enter into self-exclusion programs
cannot attend any gaming facility during
the term of the self-exclusion program.
In spite of the good-intentions and
obvious benef its of self-exclusion
programs, in recent years, casinos have
faced innumerable lawsuits due to the

implementation of these self-exclusion
programs. Specifically, individuals who
have or are enrolled in self-exclusion
programs have sued the casinos for
their failure to stop them from entering
gaming facilities and gambling away large
sums of money. Although cases of this
nature have previously been litigated (see
the Ontario Court of Appeal decision
Dennis v. Ontario Lottery and Gaming
Corporation and the Court of Alberta
decision in R. v. Trins) the following two
cases are novel and highlight the different
ways in which individuals have attacked
the validity of self-exclusion programs
and the problems casinos can face.
The first case, Haghdust v. British
Columbia Lottery Corporation, currently
before the British Columbia Supreme
Court, addresses the obligations of the

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(the “BCLC”) to remit unpaid jackpots
to individuals who won these jackpots
while they were enrolled in selfexclusion programs. If the British
Columbia Supreme Court rules in the
Plaintiffs’ favour, it could have enormous
consequential effects in British Columbia,
as over 300 jackpot prizes were withheld
from ineligible excluded gamblers
between 2009 and mid-2012.
The second case, Kakavas v. Crown
Melbourne Limited, is an Australian case
which also addresses the problems of selfexclusion programs albeit in a different
context. In this case, the Court was
asked to address the casino’s obligations
to remove an individual from the casino,
when the individual had previously been
enrolled in a self-exclusion program but
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“In spite of the good-intentions and obvious benefits of
self-exclusion programs, in recent years, casinos have
faced innumerable lawsuits due to the implementation
of these self-exclusion programs.”
was subsequently declared fit to return.
Although the facts of this case are slightly
more complicated, the Court analyzed
whether the casino acted unconscionably
when it allowed the individual to gamble
at its premises and lose over 20 million
(Australian) dollars, when it knew the
individual had been enrolled in a selfexclusion program and previously
admitted to having a gambling program.
Haghdust v. British Columbia
Lottery Corporation
In 2006, Hamidreza Haghdust and
Michael Lee (the “Plaintiffs”) enrolled
in a self-exclusion program (the “SelfExclusion Program”) and each signed
self-exclusion forms (the “Self-Exclusion
Forms”). The Self-Exclusion Forms did
not provide any notice that a participant
would forfeit any winnings won during
the period of the Self-Exclusion Program.
In April, 2009, the BCLC adopted
the Rules and Regulations Respecting
Jackpot Entitlement for Individuals Who
are Voluntarily Excluded or Prohibited by
BCLC From Entering Gaming Facilities
(the “VSE Rules”). The VSE Rules
provide that “a person who is a participant
in the Self-Exclusion Program is ineligible
to receive a jackpot prize”.
Following the adoption of the VSE
Rules, the Plaintiffs entered into
gaming facilities and won jackpots
o f $ 3 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 a n d $ 4 2 , 4 8 4 . 6 7,
respectively, which to date remain
unpaid (on the basis that they were

participants in the Self-Exclusion
Program). In an effort to win these
jack pot s, however, the Pla int if fs
a l leg e t h at t hey ent ered g a m i n g
facilities between 2006 and 2009 on
a number of occasions, and incurred
losses in excess of $200,000.00. As
such, they state that the denial of
these jackpots by BCLC “amounts
to an unfair policy of if you lose, you
lose, and if you win, you lose, too”.
In 2011, BCLC brought a motion for
summary judgment attempting to dismiss
the Plaintiffs’ action (summary judgment
motions are brought on the basis that
there is no genuine issue requiring a
trial. If successful, it ends the action then
and there). During this motion, BCLC
advanced two arguments:
1. since the VSE Rules became effective
on April 1, 2009, and the Plaintiffs,
as members of the Self-Exclusion
Program, won their jackpots after
April 1, 2009, they are not entitled to
keep their jackpots; and,
2. the Plaintiffs are precluded from
recovering their jackpots because the
jackpots were won when the Plaintiffs
were prohibited from attending the
gaming facilities pursuant to their
Self-Exclusion Forms. As such,
because the Plaintiffs were on the
premises illegally, the principle of ex
turpi causa non oritur actio applies,
which states that no action can be
founded on any illegal act.
In response, the Plaintiffs advanced

several arguments, the most compelling
of which, are as follows:
1. Since the Self-Exclusion Forms
(which the Plaintiffs signed in 2006)
were not governed by the VSE Rules
(which were only adopted in 2009),
the VSE Rules should not apply;
2. the VSE Rules are unconscionable
and thus, unenforceable;
3. the Self-E xclusion Forms are
inoperative because they conf lict
w ith recent prov isions under
sections 92 and 93 of the Act. These
provisions require that “a person
under the Self-Exclusion Program
receive written notice [emphasis
added] forbidding him or her
from entering the premises of the
gaming facility [emphasis added]”
and that “a person is not entitled to
any prize or winnings…if written
notice…has been delivered”. The
Plaintiffs allege that:
i. t h e u s e o f t h e w o r d “ t h e ”
contemplates notice for a specific
gaming facilit y and does not
contemplate notice for any gaming
facility. Thus, unless the Plaintiffs
received notice with respect to a
specific gaming facility, the Plaintiffs
did not receive notice under the Act;
and,
ii. although BCLC amended the SelfExclusion Form in January, 2009 to
include “…If I win the game, and
BCLC determines that I was playing
while self-excluded, BCLC agrees to
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pay the prize money to a third party
instead of to me, as set out in the
rules and regulations”, the version
of the Self-Exclusion Form that the
Plaintiffs signed did not include this
amendment. Therefore the Plaintiffs
did not receive written notice under
the Act;
4. Even if the Plaintiffs’ did receive
written notice under the Act,
failing to reward them with their
jackpot prizes would be harsh and
disproportionate pursuant to the
provisions under the Act.
In light of the foregoing, Justice Savage
dismissed BCLC’s motion for summary
judgment on the basis that there were
genuine issues requiring a trial. As a
result, he refrained from providing any
opinion with respect to the merits of these
arguments in order to ensure procedural
fairness for the trial.
Given that the motion for summary
judgment was denied, the British
Columbia Supreme Court is of the view
that there is a genuine issue for trial. At
its core, the issue is whether the Plaintiffs,
who signed older versions of the SelfExclusion Forms, ought to receive their
jackpot prizes when they were forbidden
from entering the gaming facilities.
On the surface, it is difficult to agree
with the Plaintiffs’ contention. If the
Plaintiffs were prevented from entering
gaming facilities, which was set out in
their Self-Exclusion Forms, then they
knew or ought to have known that any
monies received as a result of entering into
gaming facilities would not be returned
(note that this analysis has little meaning
in the event the British Columbia
Supreme Court finds the Self-Exclusion
Form unconscionable. For a fulsome
analysis of unconsionability, please see
De-fine-ing the Problem in Canadian
Gaming Lawyer Magazine.1). Otherwise,
the BCLC would be rewarding and
thus encouraging individuals to breach
the conditions of their Self-Exclusion
Forms in order to receive various prizes.
Clearly, this is not the purpose of the
Self-Exclusion Program, which is to deter
individuals from entering into gaming

facilities, and this is why the BCLC
spelled out its policy more specifically in
the 2009 Self-Exclusion Form to leave no
room for doubt.
What makes this situation complex,
however, is that many of these individuals
have lost substantial sums of money which
the BCLC has not returned. As such,
it seems like a windfall for the BCLC
because the BCLC is benefiting from
its inability to detect these individuals
by keeping these individuals’ gambling
losses, and benefiting again when they
detect these individuals and refuse to
remit their jackpot prizes. Ideally, the
BCLC would return the Plaintiffs’ losses
and refuse to remit any prizes. However,
practically speaking, it would be near
impossible to monitor the transactions of
each individual.
Going for ward, the BCLC has
amended the Self-Exclusion Form so that
individuals who receive jackpot prizes
know in advance that any prizes won will
now be paid to third parties. Considering
it was implicit that notice was provided
under the Act, the British Columbia
Supreme Court may want to consider
adopting a similar strategy, i.e., have the
gaming facilities pay the jackpot prizes to
a charity of the Plaintiffs’ choosing. While
not ideal, it accomplishes two important
goals; it does not reward these individuals
for wrongfully entering into gaming
facilities, while at the same time, does
not allow the BCLC to keep the prizes,
forcing them to donate it to third parties.
Although there is no clear solution,
what is evident is that the arguments
advanced by both the Plaintiffs and
BCLC have merit, and it is not certain
what the British Columbia Supreme
Court will decide.
Kakavas v. Crown Melbourne Limited
In the High Court of Australia decision
Kakavas v. Crown Melbourne Limited,
Mr. Kakavas was an admitted problem
gambler, who signed a self-exclusion
form prohibiting him from entering the
Melbourne casino. In 1998, Mr. Kakavas
applied to have his self-exclusion form
removed, and as part of that application,

included an expert opinion from a
physiologist declaring that he “had the
skills necessary to operate as nothing
more than a recreational gambler”.
Notwithstanding the subsequent release
of his self-exclusion, the casino still
prevented Mr. Kakavas from attending
the casino until 2005, as a result of an
unrelated armed robbery conviction.
However, in order for Mr. Kakavas to
re-attend the casino in 2005, he was again
required to submit an opinion from a
psychiatrist which stated that “he had
conquered his past demons, but if he had
a relapse again he would self-exclude”.
The report also stated that Mr. Kakavas
was “an intelligent, highly motived, and
goal driven individual” who “would not
hesitate to implement” the relapse plan.
Between June, 2005 and August,
2006, Mr. Kakavas attended the casino
on 28 occasions and lost over 20 million
(Australian) dollars. During this time,
he did not attempt to employ the selfexclusion mechanism and always
presented himself as “a successful
businessman who enjoyed gambling,
but with an appropriate awareness of the
need for balance”. In 2007, Mr. Kakavas
issued proceedings against the casino
for unconscionable conduct claiming
compensation for the losses he had
suffered. Specif ically, Mr. Kakavas
alleged that the casino exploited his
special disadvantage of allowing him
to gamble while knowing that he was
“unable to make worthwhile decisions
in his own interests while gambling at
the casino”. Mr. Kakavas’s claim was
not successful.
In rejecting Mr. Kakava’s claim, the
High Court of Australia made the
following findings:
1. A lthough Mr. K a k avas had a
pathological gaming condition, he
was able to stop gambling when it
suited him and make worthwhile
decisions in his own self-interest.
T h i s w a s e v ident w hen M r.
Kakavas refrained from gambling
for long periods of time;
2 . M r. K a k ava s a l w ay s went t o
considerable lengths to assure
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3.
4.

the casino that his troubles with
gambling were now behind him.
Only after his final visit to the casino
did Mr. Kakavas express concern to
casino employees about his losses;
Mr. Kakavas knew he could selfexclude at any time;
The gambling activities took place in
a commercial context in which the
“unmistakable purpose of each party
was to inflict loss upon the other
party in the transaction. To deprive
a party of the benefit of its bargain
on the basis that it was procured by
unfair exploitation of the weakness
of the other party requires proof of a
predatory state of mind”.

With this decision, the High Court of
Australia has sent a strong message to
pathological high roller gamblers who
elect to re-instate themselves into casinos:
it is not the casino’s responsibility to
protect you from your own bad decisions

if you are fully aware of the decisions you
are making. In this case, Mr. Kakavas
understood the consequences of his
actions, knew he could self-exclude,
always represented that his troubles were
behind him and continuously advised he
could afford his losses. As such, the Court
correctly found that he was not the victim
of exploitation but rather a regular high
roller gambler who had lost considerable
amounts of money.
Going forward, it is not perfectly clear
whether this same line of reasoning
will apply to all cases. For example, if
an individual is poor or intoxicated, and
gambles again, having been reinstated
from a self-exclusion program, the casino
may have an obligation to remove that
individual to avoid any perception of
exploitation. This situation, arguably,
is different since the individual may
not be aware of his actions or have the
ability to control his actions. What is
clear, however, is that barring special

circumstances, the Court will not bail out
or throw a life-jacket to individuals who
have re-instated themselves from selfexclusion programs, and subsequently
lose money gambling. Gambling is
an inherently risky business which is
conducted in the context of a commercial
setting. Thus, if individuals elect to
re-instate themselves (notwithstanding
their prior history), those individuals
must accept the consequences of their
own decisions, and cannot look to the
court for relief. This is not a case of
exploitation.
As a result of the above-referenced
cases, it is clear that the case law continues
to evolve and casinos will begin to receive
the clarification they need. CGL
Mordy Mednick is an associate at the
law f irm of Dickinson Wright LLP,
specializing in commercial litigation. Mr.
Mednick can be contacted at mmednick@
dickinsonwright.com.

Why take a chance?
At Dickinson Wright, we guarantee a full house of experienced
gaming attorneys - more than 25 lawyers who actively represent
gaming interests from strategically located offices in Washington,
D.C., Toronto, Phoenix, Detroit and Lansing.

Pictured here, clockwise from top left:
Robert W. Stocker II, Michael D. Lipton,
Peter H. Ellsworth, Dennis J. Whittlesey
Robert W. Stocker II and Michael D.
Lipton are Tier I gaming attorneys in
Chambers Global and all four lawyers
pictured here are listed in Best Lawyers.

We provide a full range of highly sophisticated legal services
addressing the complex array of commercial gaming issues, as
well as issues unique to Native American and First Nations casinos
and related facilities - another reason Dickinson Wright has
earned its superior international reputation.
Contact:
Michael D. Lipton Q.C. at mdliptonqc@dickinsonwright.com
Robert W. Stocker II at rstocker@dickinsonwright.com
Dennis J. Whittlesey at dwhittlesey@dickinsonwright.com
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By Susan Hensel

Regulator and Industry Collaboration

Changing the Dynamic

In October, my second term as President of the International Association of Gaming Regulators
(IAGR) will expire and Lau Peet Meng, Chief Executive, Singapore Casino Regulatory
Authority, will take over the helm.
In my time as president, thanks to the work of a dedicated
Board of Trustees, IAGR has made significant progress in
establishing itself as the premier international regulators
association in the world. In coming years, the association will
continue to play an important role in the future of gaming as the
industry and regulators increasingly recognize the importance of
communication between the regulator and the regulated.
Driving this recognition are factors such as globalization and
technological change that have put the gaming industry in an
accelerated state of evolution. There is no longer the luxury of
time to resolve emerging issues. The advent of mobile phones,
tablets, and social media is raising new questions. Today, those
questions are moving to the forefront of regulator responsibility
and industry opportunity.
While we all recognize that we are operating in a very different
gaming environment than even a few years ago, the question is
how can regulators and the industry move beyond the long talked
about need for collaboration to actual collaboration? How can
we advance industry and regulatory initiatives independently
underway to achieve results?
While there may not be ready answers to these questions,
there are factors at play in the industry today that set the stage for
exploring new approaches.
With more of the same companies operating in multiple
gambling jurisdictions, there are more chances for regulators to
work together in their investigation and evaluation of gaming
companies. Informally through professional relationships
developed as a result of organizations such as IAGR, and formally
through memorandums of understanding, regulators are able to
share information with one another and cut down on duplication
of effort. We will see more occasions for cooperation as the concept

of inter-jurisdictional gambling compacts grows and participants
gain experience in how to efficiently regulate multi-jurisdictional
relationships.
Also helping to drive smarter regulation is the very technology
that is bringing about change. These advances have given us
tools that simply were not available before. Thanks to technology,
we are better able to develop targeted, risk based regulation that
provides public protection assurances while saving time and
money.
Today, we can see what we couldn’t see. We can control what
we couldn’t control. We can send data around the world with a
speed that is near instantaneous, and we can communicate across
continents as if we were sitting next to one another. These abilities
are transformative.
Compare a jackpot dispute in the days of crude slot machines
with one that occurs today. Then, it was a matter of player versus
operator—a he said, she said. Today, there is a digital audit trail of
all machine activity that puts an end to any dispute.
Then, regulatory staff was mandated to oversee the slot count.
Today, central control computer systems keep track of every penny
eliminating the necessity for regulators in the slot count room.
Then, there was fear that online and mobile capability would
be a loophole for underage gamers. Today, fingerprint technology
and other biometrics offer the prospect of immediate verification
that the player is who the player says he is and is not an underage
gamer. These assurances ease regulator worries and help open
new markets.
Then, casino staff memorized thousands of faces on exclusion
lists with the hope of being able to spot an intruder. Today, facial
recognition software is being explored.
And then, investigators had no alternative but to travel in order
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“The challenge for the regulator and industry is to find
and exploit opportunities to think differently about how
we interact with one another—to find a way to change
the dynamic.”
to ensure applicant suitability. Today, some jurisdictions are
experimenting with video conferencing to reduce the time and
travel expense of some background investigations.
IAGR has set a goal for itself to be a thought leader in improving
gaming regulation and has undertaken new initiatives as we work
to accomplish that goal. We are launching a pilot of our multijurisdictional business form so that operators can use the same
material for applications in different member jurisdictions and can
simultaneously update the information when necessary.
We are exploring opportunities for making remote gaming test
results transferable across jurisdictions reducing cost and time to
market for new games. We are also considering what can be done
to develop standards in the non-remote sphere. Within our portal,
we are developing an IAGR knowledge module so regulators can
share best practices, discuss emerging issues and collaborate on
solutions, and we are undertaking creation of a statistical database
providing a knowledge asset available to regulators and those
advising the industry.
Finally, we are recognizing the important role IAGR can
play in acting as a focal point for industry bodies such as the
Gaming Standards Association and the American Gaming
Association (AGA) and for regional bodies such as the regional
gambling regulator associations like GREF and NAGRA. By
establishing these relationships we are putting interested people or
organizations in touch with the people who can help make things
happen.
But IAGR, just like the industry, can only do so much by itself
to achieve a smarter regulatory environment. In order to truly
make a difference, we need to be working together. There are very
real difficulties in getting a sustained effort underway to improve
the way in which we work. Part of this is the reality of pressing
job demands that provide little opportunity for abstract thinking
about how to accomplish long talked about objectives. Part of it is
that despite good intentions, it is just plain hard work to deliver on
lofty goals of cooperation and collaboration that are made from
conference podiums.
The challenge for the regulator and industry is to find and
exploit opportunities to think differently about how we interact
with one another—to find a way to change the dynamic. We
need, for instance, to be talking to one another about how we can
promote discussion between conferences. It sounds good, but
how do we actually set about making those conversations a reality?

We also need to think differently about how we use technology.
How can we leverage the exploding technological options to do
things better? Can we, for instance, leverage webinars, blogs,
and social media sites to efficiently share information and learn
without having to book a flight or leave our offices?
Instead of our primary focus being on knowledge sharing from
our colleagues, whether regulator or industry, can we tap into
one another across classifications? Can organizations like IMGL,
IAGA, and AGA share information with associations like IAGR,
GREF, and NAGRA? Can we, for instance, establish knowledge
banks across organizations rather than just within associations?
And if so, how exactly do we set about making that work?
As I prepare to end my term as IAGR’s President and transition
to an IAGR trustee, I leave you with these questions. IAGR looks
forward to working collaboratively on the answers that will lead
both industry and regulator to a place of better regulation in the
future. CGL
Susan Hensel was named Director of Li censing for the
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board in November 2005 after
previously serving as Acting Director and as a Special Assistant
to the Board. Hensel oversees the licensing of the state’s casinos
and other gaming related companies doing business in the
state as well as the employees working in and supporting the
gaming industry. Hensel is the President of the International
Association of Gaming Regulators having previously served as
Vice-President and Secretary of the association. She also serves
on the association’s Board of Trustees. Hensel is a member of
the International Masters of Gaming Law. Before joining the
Gaming Board, Hensel worked on gaming implementation
issues as a Special Assistant to the Pennsylvania Secretary of
Revenue, who is an ex-officio member of the Board. Previously,
Hensel served in executive level positions with Pennsylvania
state government, including serving an A ssistant General
Counsel in the Governor's Office of General Counsel. Before
entering state government, Hensel was a television news reporter
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. She earned her J.D. degree from
Widener University Law School in Harrisburg, where she
graduated cum laude from the evening division and was on
the staff of the Law Review. Hensel earned a bachelor’s degree
in broadcast journalism from the University of WisconsinMilwaukee.
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By Michael Lipton, Kevin Weber, and Jack Tadman

The Limited Use of First Nations Gaming Proceeds

Under Section 207(1)(b)
of the Criminal Code

The federal government regulates gaming through Part VII of the Criminal Code (the “Code”), which
sets forth prohibitions against gaming and exceptions to those prohibitions. Where gaming occurs within the
ambit of the Code’s exceptions, that gaming is regulated by the provincial governments.1 As a general rule,
casino gaming is prohibited in Canada other than as permitted by the exceptions in s. 207 of the Code.

Use of Gaming Proceeds Under 207(1)(a) & 207(1)(b) of the Code
Among the numerous exemptions to the gaming prohibitions in
the Code, the most notable are (i) the exception for state-sponsored
gaming conducted and managed by a provincial government
(s-s. 207(1)(a)) and (ii) the exception for gaming conducted and
managed by a charitable or religious organization licensed by a
provincial government (s-s. 207(1)(b)). Provincial governments are
also able to delegate their authority to grant licences to charitable
or religious organizations to conduct and manage gaming under
s-s. 207(1)(b), to “such other person or authority in the province as
may be specified” by the provincial government.
Generally, First Nations groups that are involved in casino
gaming in Canada do so in accordance with s-s. 207(1)(b) of the
Code. In Alberta, and in the case of the Great Blue Heron Charity
Casino in Port Perry, Ontario, an individual First Nation will form
a charitable organization and apply to the provincial government
for a licence authorizing it to conduct and manage various forms
of non-electronic gaming (e.g. table games). In Saskatchewan
and Manitoba, the provincial government has granted authority
to a First Nations gaming regulatory body, which in turn grants
licences to conduct and manage non-electronic gaming to
charitable organizations formed by First Nations people. In both
cases, the gaming is conducted and managed by a charitable
organization, not a purely private sector entity, pursuant to s-s.
207(1)(b) of the Code.
This structure results in a clear distinction between how s. 207
of the Code allows a provincial government to use the proceeds
of gaming, and how a First Nation may do so. S-s. 207(1)(a)

allows a provincial government to treat the proceeds of gaming
as general government revenue that may be applied to whatever
ends the government sees fit. First Nations gaming conducted
and managed under s-s. 207(1)(b) of the Code is conducted and
managed by a charity, not by the First Nations government, and
accordingly the use of the proceeds of such gaming is restricted,
both by s-s. 207(1)(b) of the Code and by the common law as
it relates to charities. S-s. 207(1)(b) provides that the proceeds
from gaming must be “used for a charitable or religious object or
purpose,” and therefore a First Nation charity licensed to conduct
and manage gaming could be called upon to account for its use of
gaming proceeds to ensure they fall into the recognized common
law categories of “charitable purpose”. The recognized common
law categories of “charitable purpose” are (i) relief of poverty; (ii)
advancement of education; (iii) advancement of religion; and (iv)
other purposes “beneficial to the community”.
Accordingly, a First Nation that conducts and manages gaming
through a charitable organization formed for that purpose, by
way of a license granted either by an agency of the provincial
government or by a First Nations regulatory body that has received
its authority from the provincial government, cannot treat the
proceeds of such gaming as general revenue of the government
of that First Nation. All uses of that revenue must correspond to a
charitable purpose.
This model obviously imposes restrictions upon First Nation
gaming conducted pursuant to s. 207(1)(b) of the Code to which
provincial governments themselves are not subject when they
conduct and manage gaming pursuant to the Code.
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Use of Gaming Proceeds Under Section 35 2
The restrictions imposed upon First Nations gaming by s. 207 of
the Code would not apply if the legal authority for the gaming
conducted on First Nations land arose from a section 35 right,
and such right was recognized by the provincial and federal
governments. If a First Nation could establish that it has a right
of self-government that extends to the regulation, conduct,
management and operation of gaming conducted on a commercial
scale, it could assume authority over gaming within its territory on
a basis other than s. 207 of the Code. Under these circumstances,
the First Nation could conduct and manage gaming directly,
using private sector gaming companies to handle day-to-day
operations, without the need for a charitable organization to act
as an intermediary. The proceeds of gaming could flow directly
into the general revenues of the government of the First Nation,
such that it could be spent without the restrictions imposed upon
charitable funds.
Section 35 & Self-Government in Relation to Gaming
In R. v. Pamajewon,3 the Supreme Court of Canada addressed
a claim for self-government in relation to gaming. However, at
that time the courts had not yet set out the test to be met by those
claiming a section 35 right. As the claimants in Pamajewon did
not know what evidentiary test would be applied to their claim, it
is not surprising that they did not have the evidence necessary to
satisfy the test eventually formulated by the court.
The Supreme Court in Pamajewon did not take the position
that no Aboriginal group could ever succeed in claiming modern
gaming to be part of a practice, custom or tradition integral to its
distinctive culture.4 Writing for the majority, Lamer C.J. stated:
“Aboriginal rights, including any asserted right to selfgovernment, must be looked at in light of the specific history and
culture of the aboriginal group claiming the right.”5
Claimants seeking to claim entitlement to an Aboriginal right
under section 35 of the Act must meet a rigorous four-part test.6
First, claimants must show that the right in question is an
Aboriginal right protected by section 35, either because of a treaty
or because the right existed as part of an integral Aboriginal
practice, custom or tradition prior to first contact with European
society (“pre-Contact”). There must be continuity between
the traditional practice and the modern activity claimed as an
Aboriginal right. If the practice arose solely in response to contact
with Europeans, it cannot be claimed as an Aboriginal right.
In the context of gaming, a First Nation would have to establish
that the conduct, facilitation and regulation of such gaming existed
as a practice, custom or tradition of its society, pre-Contact. It
would then be necessary to establish that the conduct, facilitation
and regulation of gaming was integral to the society of the First
Nation in the pre-Contact era.
1.
2.

R. v. Furtney, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 89.
A “section 35 right” refers to section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982
(UK), 1982, c. 11, (the “Act”) which states that “the existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal
peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed”.
3. [1996] 2 S.C.R. 821; 138 D.L.R. (4th) 204 (hereinafter Pamajewon).
4. R. v. Van der Peet, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 507 (hereinafter Van der Peet), at paras. 44 – 46.

Second, claimants must show that the right was an “existing”
right, meaning a right that had not clearly and properly been
extinguished by the Crown before 1982.
In the context of gaming, this right could be extinguished,
for example, in the context of a treaty in which the First Nation
agreed to obey the law of the Crown.
Third, claimants must show that there has been an infringement
of the right.
Part VII of the Code imposes an absolute prohibition on
the activities that would form the basis of the Aboriginal right
of self-government in the context of the regulation, conduct,
management and operation of gaming conducted on a commercial
scale. Accordingly, an infringement exists.
Fourth, the infringement cannot be justified.
It must be determined whether Part VII of the Code, acting as it
does as an infringement of an Aboriginal right to self-government
in the regulation of gaming, is a “justified impairment” of the
Aboriginal right.
The more competently a First Nations is able to demonstrate
that it is able to regulate gaming on its lands in a manner which
protects the public interest, the less likely infringement will be
justified.
If a First Nation can meet all four parts of this test, it will
establish a section 35 right. Establishing a section 35 right has never
been done in the context of the regulation, conduct, management
and operation of gaming conducted on a commercial scale, and
any First Nation attempting to do so would face an uphill battle.
However, at this point in time, it is the only way for a First Nation
to allocate gaming revenue as part of its general revenue. CGL
Michael Lipton has served as senior counsel on gaming law matters for
over 20 years, regularly representing governments, lottery corporations,
and gaming equipment suppliers/manufacturers and counseling licensees
throughout North America on gaming compliance issues. Michael Lipton
is a Senior Partner at Dickinson Wright LLP and Head of the Canadian
Gaming Law Group and can be reached at 416.866.2929 or mdliptonqc@
dickinsonwright.com.
Kevin Weber has practiced gaming law for his entire 15-year career. In his
practice, he guides clients through compliance issues with gaming regulators,
and provides opinions on all matters relating to the lawful operation of
gaming, both land-based and online. He can be reached at 416.367.0899 or
kweber@dickinsonwright.com.
Jack Tadman is a lawyer at Dickinson Wright LLP and a member of the
Gaming Law Group where his practice is dedicated to gaming law and
gaming regulatory compliance issues. Jack can be reached at 416.777.4018
or Jtadman@dickinsonwright.com.
5. Pamajewon, supra note 2 at para. 27.
6.	Test established in R. v. Sparrow, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075 (hereinafter Sparrow), and refined in Van der Peet,
supra note 3. See also R. v. Gladstone, [1996] 2 S.C.R. 723 (hereinafter Gladstone) at paras. 20 – 21,
which identifies the four stages of the Sparrow test. The following section provides an overview of the test from
30,000 feet, and does not describe the nuances and additional details concerning the test.
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By Stu Hoegner

The Rise

(and Rise) of Bitcoin
One of the big news stories of 2013 has been the rise of a virtual currency called bitcoin. After
consistently trading for years after its invention at less than $20 per bitcoin, the price jumped
this year to an all-time high of $266 per bitcoin. At the time of writing, one bitcoin is worth
approximately $105 and the entire market capitalization of bitcoin is greater than $1B.
In this article, I want to briefly set out
what bitcoin is, its legal status in Canada
and the United States vis-à-vis internet
gaming, and its strong advantages in
internet wagering. I also want to look at
some of the public policy challenges that
bitcoin presents and who can expect to
exploit this technology in i-gaming.
What is Bitcoin?
Bitcoin is a completely decentralized,

virtual currency that was invented
in 2009.1 Bitcoins are generated at a
constant rate by ‘miners’ using opensource software. It allows for the holding
and transmission of value anywhere, to
any one, at any time, irreversibly, with a
high degree of privacy. Bitcoins can be
transferred very quickly at little or no cost.
There is minimal or zero counterparty
risk in bitcoin transactions.
This definition is cumbersome but it

shows how truly revolutionary bitcoin
is. In a matter of seconds I can transfer
any amount of bitcoin—limited only by
my own resources—directly to another
party on the other side of the globe with
no reliance on an intermediary. No other
form of money yet invented offers this
combination of flexibility, autonomy, and
security. International bank wires can
take days to be received. Physical gold
transfers can take weeks. Both rely on
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individuals and institutions to make
good on their promises. Bitcoin is
instant and, at its most basic, requires
only the person sending a nd the
person receiving the currency.
Is Bitcoin Legal?
Generally, it is legal to hold, mine, buy,
sell, and send and receive bitcoins for
goods and services. 2 In the United
States, FinCEN has indicated that certain
participants in the bitcoin economy (e.g.,
exchanges) are money transmitters and,
as such, subject to the Bank Secrecy
Act3 and sundry registration, reporting,
and other compliance requirements.
FinTRAC, Canada’s financial intelligence
unit, has indicated that bitcoin exchanges
in Canada will not be regulated as money
services businesses under some federal
money laundering rules.4 (Regardless of
the jurisdiction, and depending on the
bitcoin business model, other applicable
laws—securities, financial institutions,
and criminal proceeds of crime rules—
will still apply.)
Things get somewhat less clear at
the intersection of bitcoin and gaming
and betting laws, but some things about
bitcoin are already known. In the United
States, operating an unregulated gaming
business denominated in bitcoin will
not save an operator from the application
of gaming laws. The Unlawful Internet
Gambling Enforcement Act (“UIGEA”),
for example, applies to unlawful internet
gambling, i.e., where a bet or wager is
unlawful under a predicate state or federal
law. In Nevada, the definition of “game”
or “gambling game” includes “any
representative of value,”5 which should be
broad enough to capture bitcoin, so the
UIGEA would apply to an unregulated
gaming business in Nevada.
I n Ca n a d a , t he def i n it ion s of
“property”6 in the federal Criminal
Code and “money’s worth”7 in the case

law would certainly encompass bitcoin
stakes and prizes. Accordingly, a bitcoindenominated gaming business in Canada
that is otherwise offends the gaming
provisions of the Criminal Code will not
be cleansed of its illegality by the fact that
it accepts wagers and sends out winnings
exclusively in bitcoins. In both Canada
and the US, bitcoin is generally not a
get out of jail free card when it comes to
unlawful gaming.
Advantages and Challenges of Bitcoin
Bitcoin offers internet gaming operators
(and other merchants) a number of huge
advantages over other payment systems.
Possibly the biggest single attraction is the
low transaction costs. Transaction fees are
either zero or nominal. On one popular
Android bitcoin wallet, the standard
transaction fee is 0.0001 BTC, currently
equal to $0.10. Lower transaction costs are
great for both consumers and merchants.
A nother benef it is how quick ly
deposits and withdrawals are processed.
A currently prominent casino roulettetype site gaming site allows you to deposit
to a unique wallet identifier in under
one minute. Withdrawals, after two
authentications on the transfer to the site,
are similarly immediate. Transfers are
also not reversible, eliminating the risk of
chargebacks to the operator.
At the same time, bitcoin raises serious
consumer protection and regulatory
issues. Bitcoin vests total control of
one’s bitcoin wallet with its creator
and those having access to it; its owner
must carefully safeguard her bitcoins
and guard against loss or theft. In this
context, we can add concerns about use
of a bitcoin wallet by underage or at-risk
gamblers. FinCEN has indicated that the
irreversibility of transactions in the event
of fraud is troubling.8 The anonymity of
bitcoin worries anti-money laundering
regulators, however suitable bitcoin

1. Bitcoin is a virtual currency (“bitcoin”) like many other fiat currencies, e.g., Canadian and US dollars and
Euros. It is also an international payment system (“Bitcoin”), like PayPal (note that PayPal does not have its own
currency—it is just a payment system). Perhaps unhelpfully, both the payment system and the currency are called
“Bitcoin” (“bitcoin”), but the distinction between the two is important.
2. Recently it was reported that Thailand had “banned” bitcoin by making the buying and selling of bitcoins, among
other things, illegal under applicable laws there. See, e.g. Matt Clinch, Bitcoin banned in Thailand, cnbc, available
at http://www.cnbc.com/id/100923551. However, other reporting suggests that this stance might be only preliminary
and not as broad as first reported. See, e.g. Jake Maxwell Watts, Thailand’s Bitcoin ban is not quite what it seems,
Quartz, available at http://qz.com/110164/thailands-infamous-bitcoin-crackdown-is-not-quite-what-it-seems/.
3. FinCEN Guidance FIN-2013-G001 (March 18, 2013), available at http://fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/

protocols can be built into existing robust
AML standards for regulated internet
gaming operators.
Who Wins?
At present, gaming regulators might
believe that there are simply too many
question marks about bitcoin to allow
their respective licensees to accept it as a
form of deposit or withdrawal. Bitcoin
can co-exist with other payment and
receipt options in a well-regulated internet
gaming environment, but it might still be
too new, too strange, or too niche a product
to interest regulators. Accordingly, the
ones that can enter the bitcoin gaming
space and exploit this technology will
be those who have regulators—or,
possibly, who are not regulated at all,
or under-regulated—willing to engage
in a discussion about how bitcoin can
be implemented consistent with the
regulators’ goals, policies, and procedures,
while redounding to the benefit of players
and internet gaming businesses.
Operators and regulators ignore bitcoin
at their peril. Bitcoin is a harbinger of
things to come; the way people think
about, hold, and spend money is changing.
Many have noted that the ‘Bitcoin
Experiment’ may ultimately fail, and this
is axiomatic. However, astute observers
have also suggested that if bitcoin does
fail, it will likely be because something
even better comes along. That’s an
exciting prospect for everyone—not just
for players and businesses in internet
gaming. CGL

Stuart Hoegner is a gaming attorney,
a c co un t an t , an d I MGL m e m b e r in
Toronto, Canada. He writes a regular
blog on gaming law and has been widely
published in tax and gaming journals in
Canada and internationally. He can be
reached at stu@gamingcounsel.co.

html/FIN-2013-G001.html. See also, e.g. Ryan Straus, The Last Straw for Bitcoin, American Banker, available
at http://www.americanbanker.com/bankthink/the-last-straw-for-bitcoin-1059608-1.html.
4. See, e.g. Stuart Hoegner, Canada becomes bitcoin-friendly, Pokerati, available at http://pokerati.com/2013/05/
canada-becomes-bitcoin-friendly/.
5. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 463.0152.
6.Criminal Code, R.S.C. ch. C-46 § 2 (1985) (definition of “property”).
7.See, e.g. R. v. DiPietro (1986), 25 C.C.C. (3d) 100 at 107 (S.C.C.) (Can.); R. v. Irwin (1982), 3 O.R.
(2d) 314 at 319-320 (C.A.) (Can.).
8.See, e.g. Straus, supra note 3. Straus points out that “the loss of irrevocability could be fatal for bitcoin as it would
result in increased transaction costs and slower remittances.”
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Dr. Max Barrett

IRELAND’S

BIG BET
In July, the Government of Ireland announced its intention to reform Ireland’s gambling legislation.
The aim of the reform is to replace decades-old legislation that is broadly informed by the outdated
notion of gambling as a vice and establish instead a regime that accepts gambling as a legitimate
pastime, albeit one that can have adverse consequences.
Online and remote gambling
The legislation will apply equally to
land-based, online and remote gambling.
Notably, online providers, wherever
situated, will have to obtain an Irish
licence if they offer a gambling service
to anyone in Ireland. A key objective of
the legislation is that it be ‘technologyneutral’ so that current and future
technologies will be capable of operation
under the new regime without the need
for amending legislation.
Casinos
Under the proposed legislation, Ireland
will for the first time allow casinos to be
established. However, in the legislation as
proposed, the Irish Government appears
to have set its mind against resort-style

casinos. Instead, up to 40 casinos with
a maximum of 15 tables and 25 gaming
machines will be licensed to operate.
Licences will be issued for 10 years and
will be capable of renewal. The legislation
will require that there be a regional spread
of casinos and will not allow casinos to
be located near sensitive venues such as
schools, colleges and hospitals. Sale of
alcohol at casinos will be permitted but
ordinary bar hours will apply.

overheads and minimum percentages
of bingo proceeds will be required to
be allocated as prize money. Separate
provision will be made for the licensing
of remote bingo. Ireland’s already robust
lotteries regime will not be amended
significantly. However, remote lotteries
and scratch card games will be brought
within the regime and prize levels will be
increased and provision made allowing
for further increases in the future.

Bingo and lotteries
Significant changes to Ireland’s bingo
legislation are planned. Bingo will be
regulated separately from lotteries and
will no longer need to serve a charitable
or philanthropic purpose. Caps will be
placed on the amount to be allocated to

Licensing and supervision
Under the new regime, the Minister for
Justice, Equality and Defence will be
the regulator for gambling. However,
the Minister’s role will be confined to
general policy. Licensing, compliance
and enforcement will be done by a
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to-be-established executive entity, the
Office for Gambling Control, Ireland
(OGCI). The OGCI will sit within
the Minister’s Department and will
fund it self by mea ns of fees a nd
charges to be levied on the gambling
industry. OGCI off icers will enjoy
search and seizure powers and will
be empowered to cooperate w ith
the Irish police and other regulatory
bodies, as well as foreign regulators.
Prohibitions
Fixed Odds Betting Terminals will
be prohibited under the proposed
legislation and there will be related
of fences for the use, supply a nd
repair of such terminals. This may
b e r ef le c t i ve of t he c ont i nu i n g
cont rover s y i n t he U K over t he
allegedly addictive nature of such
t e r m i n a l s . It c e r t a i n l y r e f l e c t s
what the Irish Minister for Justice,
Equality and Defence has described
as ‘the level of concern felt by the
Gover nment at the ver y har mful
ef fe c t s of t he se t er m i n a l s’. T he
proposed leg islation w ill also
empower the Minister to prohibit or
restrict any other game, machine or
class of machine that is considered
t o b e h a r m f u l. C on si st ent w it h
the ‘technolog y-neutral’ thrust of
the new legislation the Minister’s
powers will be drafted in such a way
as to ensure that harmful games and
devices that do not currently exist
will be capable of being prohibited or
restricted.
Tax
Perhaps the greatest deficiency in the
proposed legislation is that it will not
address tax issues even though tax
is a key driver for many companies
when making commercial decisions
about where to trade or locate. That

said, a 2010 Report from within the
Irish Government acknowledges that
‘There would appear to be little point
in developing a nd maint aining a
comprehensive regulatory framework
for gambling if through its taxation
polic y a St ate put s compa nies at
a disi ncent ive f rom est ablish i n g
themselves in or selling into the
market.’ So there is clearly sensitivity
within the Irish Government as to
the importance of tax policy in this
regard. It is to be hoped that the
Government’s intentions as regards
taxation will be made clearer as the
proposed gambling reforms proceed
through the legislative process.
Social Protection
The proposed legislation has the twin
aims of effectively regulating what
is a dynamic business sector, while
at the same time protecting young
people and vulnerable adults. These
are challenging goals to reconcile
and the extent to which the proposed
legislation will succeed in attaining
these goals, both in its own terms
a nd a s implemented in prac t ice,
remains to be seen.
A number of consumer a nd
social protection measures are to be
included in the proposed legislation:
age restrictions will be introduced;
controls on advertising, promotions
and sponsorship will be established;
a new compla i nt s pro cedu re for
con su mer s w i l l b e put i n pl a c e
and ar rangements made to assist
consumers seek ing compensation
from a licence-holder.
H o w e v e r, t h e m o s t n o t a b l e
social protection measure w ill be
the creation of a ‘Social Gambling
Fund’ which will be funded by way
of a lev y on indust r y operators.
This fund will assist with treatment

ser vices and with information and
education. It will be administered by
a board of which the majority will be
non-industry members. Despite the
Government facilitating gambling
by means of its proposed legislation
and the State enjoying any increase
in associated tax revenues that may
arise, it does not appear that the State
itself will be subject to an express
st at utor y oblig at ion to fund a ny
social protection measures.
Betting-shops, bars and ‘take-away’
restaurants
Under t he proposed leg islat ion,
limited gaming will be permitted in
betting shops but will be confined to
non-cash transactions. In addition,
bars and ‘take-away’ restaurants will
be allowed to have small numbers of
gaming machines. Indeed the vendors
of g aming machines may benef it
signif icantly from the liberalization
of Ireland’s gaming regime.
What next?
The Gover nment has announced
the general scheme of its intended
legislation. A detailed Bill will now
be drafted and introduced before the
Irish Parliament, possibly in late2013, with enactment to follow, most
likely in 2014, if not sooner. As the
current Irish Government enjoys
a substantial majorit y in the Irish
Parliament it can be anticipated that
the eventual legislation will closely
ref lect the terms of the Government’s
recent announcement. CGL
Dr. Max Barrett is a practicing Irish
solicitor and has a particular interest
in gambling law and regulation. All
opinions expressed in this ar ticle are
personal. Any comments may be addressed
to drmaxbarrett@gmail.com.
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